Abstract. By collision-energy/electron-energy-resolved 2D Penning ionization electron spectroscopy as well as by theoretical calculations of the collisional ionization dynamics, the outer shape of molecular orbitals for ionization to X( 2 Σ + ) and A( 2 Π) states of CO + was sensitively probed, and the anisotropy of the interaction between He*(2 3 S) and CO was determined. Ionization to the B( 2 Σ + ) state of CO + was assigned to autoionization from superexcited states by angle-resolved electron spectroscopy and theoretical simulations.
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Introduction
In the collision of a molecule M with an excited helium atom He 
Experimental
A metastable beam of He * (2 1 S, 2 3 S) atoms was produced by a nozzle discharge source with a hollow tantalum cathode [6] . Then the metastable beam was pulsed by a mechanical chopper with four slits rotating at ca. 350 Hz, and was irradiated by the light from a water-cooled spirally-shaped helium gas discharge lamp in order to quench the He * (2 1 S) component [6] . Liquid nitrogen cooling of the metastable beam source was used for the low collision energy region around 20-80 meV [15] . Magnetic bottle effect by a strong-field permanent magnet (ca. 0.08 T) and a weak-field by guiding solenoid (ca. 0.0006 T) around the electron flight tube were utilized for a 4π electron correction. The electron energy spectra were obtained by integrating electron signals with the retarding type electron analyzer at the measurement of 2D-PIES [16] .
For the measurement of the angular distribution of Penning electrons, a collision cell fixed to a turntable with a hemispherical electrostatic analyzer was rotated through the angle θ (from 40˚ to 140˚) between the initial He * atomic beam vector and the electron detection direction [17] . 
Calculations
Miller et al. [18] derived the ionization width, Γ, by considering an electron ejection direction γ at the distance R between a He * atom and the center of mass of the target molecule, as well as the angle ω between the vector R directed from the center of mass of the target molecule towards a He * atom and the molecular axis ( Fig. 1 ) :
where 
where φ j denotes the ionized orbital, Ψ 1s (Ψ 2s ) the 1s (2s) orbital of the He atom, and ϕ lm,j the continuum orbital. Since Ψ 2s and ϕ lm,j are significantly more diffuse functions than φ j and Ψ 1s , and their variation of waves (m = 0) and is assumed to be independent of R [19] .
For theoretical CEDPICS, the transition probability T j of each trajectory step is calculated by the following equations:
where S(t) denotes the survival probability of He * (2 3 S) at a certain time t, T j int is the integrated partial transition probability, and K j is the ionization parameter. Classical trajectory calculations of He * atoms were performed on a modified potential energy surface from Li(2 2 S) model calculations, which use a Li atom instead of a He * (2 3 S) atom based on the similarity in interaction with target atoms [3] . In each of the trajectory calculations, the orientation of a molecule and the impact parameter b were set randomly, and finally partial ionization cross
) were calculated. Here by optimization of parameters in the CEDPICSs simulation [2, 20] with a nonlinear least square fitting method, the difference between the interactions of He * -M (V*) and Li-M (V 0 ) was improved and the ionization parameter K j in eq. (3) was determined.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2(a) and (b) show the interaction potential contour maps (V 0 and V*) and CEDPICS of CO in collision with He*(2 3 S) atoms, respectively. The total ionization cross section of CO/He*(2 3 S) was measured by the detection of produced ions [21] . Simulated
CEDPICSs using classical trajectory calculations are drawn with two types of lines in Fig. 2(b) .
The three ionic states X( (Fig. 3(b) ). The Dyson orbitals with 6-311+G* basis functions gave the smallest error 
where F j (γ) denotes internal angular distributions in molecular coordinate at the center of a He*
, and α j is a normalizing coefficient. The phase shift δ j and relative modulus ξ j = (p 1, j /p 0, j ) were assumed to be independent of R and ω. The angle between the electron ejection direction and the He* beam can be defined as θ (Fig. 1) . We calculated ejected electron distributions I j (θ) for three ionic states at randomly generated molecular orientations and ω values by the classical trajectory calculations with V* and SCF-MOs (6-311+G*) at E c of 100 and 200 meV. Then we optimized these two parameters (δ j and ξ j ) for F j (γ) to reproduce the observed θ dependence of the electron ejection (Fig. 4(a) ). 
